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Abstract 

 

This project presents the idea of using Rheostat (Variable resistance) for auto weighing control system for automation industry. 

Auto weighing control system is used for assuring the quantity of liquid filled in the bottles to be exactly as per standard 

reference. The progressive invention in auto weighing system is becoming an important task especially because of rising demand 

of products and declining labour availability in industry. In industry the production speed should be high because demand of the 

product is more. But when we check the weight of the object manually then it will take more time for checking the weight and 

overall speed of the production will decrease. Hence the purpose of this project is to increase the speed of production and 

efficiency. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this project is to modify & restore a manual weighing system used for Quantity assurance in QC Department. The 

above application is served by auto weighing control system for automation industry. There are various types of weighing 

machines are available in market. but these weighing machines are not suitable for industrial applications. because every industry 

require auto weighing control machine means the weighing machine should have automatic control of weight in order to accept 

or reject the product as per the standard weight. The product checked and passed by the auto weighing system is forwarded for 

final packaging. The rejected product which is not as per standard weight is returned back to assembly stage. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In this project first bottles are packed into the box and box is placed in the auto weighing control system. Than Weight is 

measured if the weight is accurate it is accepted or else it is rejected. The measured weight is compared by using comparator. 

Than output is sent to a signal inversion (NOT GATE).Further it is given to Relay Driver IC which drives the motor and hence 

product is accepted. Comparator output is given to signal amplifier to amplify the signal and given to Relay Driver IC. Which 

drives the motor and box is rejected. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram for Automatic Weighing control system 
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III. FLOWCHART 

 
Fig. 2: 

IV. CIRCUIT LEVEL DESIGN 

 
Fig. 3: 
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V. COMPONENTS 

 Hardware Section 

 Rheostat (Variable resistance) 

 
Fig. 4: 

Rheostat is used as pressure summing device wherein applied pressure of weight is correspondingly converted into change in 

resistance of rheostat. This change in resistance inturn leads to voltage drop and remaining voltage is available at output pin. It 

consist of 3-pins. Pin 1 is input, wherein +5v is applied. Pin 2 is ground which is common for input and output. Pin 3 is output 

wherein output is obtain. 

 Conveyor Belt 

 
Fig. 5: 

Conveyor Belt used with combination with computer controlled pallet handling equipment this allows for more efficient retail, 

wholesale, manufacturing distribution. Conveyor belts are largely used in industry because it saves largely manpower and 

transfer volume from one location to another location, allowing companies to receive or ship higher volumes with small storage 

space and with low labor expenses. The dc motor is one the output. It is driven by the instructions given by the Operator. A 12V, 

5A power supply is used to drive the motor. The motor conveyor belt is fitted to a metallic stand with rollers and bearings. 

 Relay cards 

 
Fig. 6: 
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A relay card is a device that consists of a number of relays that are mounted on a PCB. A relay is a switch that utilizes an 

armature powered by an electromagnet in order to complete an electrical circuit. Relays are commonly used to operate the 

circuits that provide power to motors and lights. Relays are simple devices that are comprised of 4 basic components. Relays 

make use of an electromagnet, a spring and a set of electrical contacts which are connected to an armature. Without power to 

operate the electromagnet, the armature is held in position by the spring, which keeps it from making contact with the second 

electrical circuit that it is designed to operate. 

 NOT GATE (IC 7404) 

 
Fig. 7: 

 
Fig. 8: 

The digital Logic NOT Gate is the most basic of all the logical gates and is sometimes referred to as an Inverting Buffer or 

simply a Digital Inverter. It is a single input device which has an output level that is normally at logic level “1” and goes “LOW” 

to a logic level “0” when its single input is at logic level “1”, in other words it “inverts” (complements) its input signal. The 

output from a NOT gate only returns “HIGH” again when its input is at logic level “0” giving us the Boolean expression of: 

A=Q. 

 Relay Driver IC 

 
Fig. 9: 

The MAX4896 8-channel relay and load driver is designed for medium voltage applications up to 50V. This device is offered in 

a 20-pin, 5mm x 5mm TQFN package, resulting in substantial board space savings.  
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The MAX4896 8-channel relay driver offers built-in inductive kickback protection, drive for latching/nonmatching or dual-

coil relays, and open-load and short-circuits fault detection. The MAX4896 also protects against overcurrent conditions. Each 

independent open-drain output features a 3Ω (typ) on-resistance, and is guaranteed to sink 200mA of load current (VS ≥ 4.5V).  

A built-in overvoltage protection clamp handles kickback-voltage transients, which are common when driving inductive loads. 

Thermal-shutdown circuitry shuts off all outputs (OUT_) when the junction temperature exceeds +160°C. The MAX4896 

employs a reset input that allows the user to turn off all outputs simultaneously with a single control line.  

The MAX4896 includes a 10MHz SPI™-/QSPI™-/ MICROWIRE™-compatible serial interface. The serial interface is 

compatible with TTL-/CMOS-logic voltage levels and operates with a single +2.7V to +5.5V supply. In addition, the SPI output 

data can be used for diagnostics purposes including open-load and short circuit fault detection.  

The MAX4896 is offered in the extended (-40°C to +85°C) and automotive (-40°C to +125°C) operating temperature ranges.  

 Features 

Supports Up to 50V Continuous Drain-to-Source Voltage  

Guaranteed Drive Current:  

- VS ≥ 4.5V  

200mA (All Channels On)  

410mA (Individual Channels)  

- VS ≤ 3.6V  

100mA  

Built-In Output Clamp Protects Against Inductive Kickback +2.7V to +5.5V Logic Supply Voltage RESET Input Turns Off 

All Outputs Simultaneously Built-in Power-On Reset Automotive Temperature Range (-40°C to +125°C) SPI-/QSPI-

/MICROWIRE-Compatible Serial Interface Serial Digital Output for Daisy Chaining and Diagnostics FLAG Output for μP 

Interrupt Open-Load and Short-Circuit Detection and Protection Thermal Shutdown Low 100μA (max) Quiescent Supply 

Current  

Space-Saving, 5mm x 5mm, 20-Pin TQFN Package 

 Op-Amp (IC 741) 

 
Fig. 10: Op Amp as a Inverting Amplifier 

 
Fig. 11: 

 Description 

The LM741 series are general-purpose operational amplifiers which feature improved performance over industry standards like 

the LM709. They are direct, Exceeded plug-in replacements for the 709C, LM201, MC1439,and 748 in most applications. 
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The amplifiers offer many features which make their application nearly fool proof: overload protection on the input and output, 

no latch-up when the common mode range is exceeded, as well as freedom from oscillations. 

The LM741C is identical to the LM741 and LM741A except that the LM741C has their performance ensured over a 0°C to 

+70°C temperature range, instead of −55°C to +125°C. 

 Applications 

- Comparators  

- Multivibrators  

- DC Amplifiers 

- Summing Amplifiers 

- Integrator or Differentiators  

- Active Filters 

 DC Motor 

 
Fig. 12: 

Under Electrical Motor, as we know that any electrical motor can be utilized as servo motor if it is controlled by 

servomechanism. Likewise, if we control a DC motor by means of servomechanism, it would be referred as DC  motor. There 

are different types of DC motor, such shunt wound DC motor, series DC motor, Separately excited DC motor, permanent magnet 

DC motor, Brushless DC motor etc. Among all mainly separately excited DC motor, permanent magnet DC motor and brush less 

DC motor are used as gear. 

VI. APPLICATION 

To measure the accurate weight of product in industrial applications and reject inaccurate product automatically.  

Also it can be used in packaging industry for packing variety of products of accurate weight and reject inaccurate of product. 

VII.   CONCLUSION 

In industry the production speed should be high because the demand of the product is more. but when we check weight of the 

object manually then it will take more time for checking the weight and overall speed the production will decrease. So by using 

this auto weighing control system we totally overcome this problem. By using Rheostat (Variable resistance) the speed of 

production is increased and accuracy. 
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